
ROLINE 19-inch server rack 42 U, 600x1200 WxD grey

Product No. 26.21.0155
Manufacturer ROLINE
Manufacturer No. 26.21.0155
EAN (single piece) 7630049601581

ROLINE 19 inch server cabinet 42 U 600x1200 WxD grey

The server enclosures in the ROLINE Pro series have been specially developed for convenient
and flexible network cabling. Inlets with brushes, a slide-on inlet with a foam rubber seal and
an additional brush inlet in the base chassis are located on the sides of the roof and base
(from 800 mm enclosure width), offering a wide range of possible applications. Perforated
single-leaf front doors and double-leaf rear doors, each with a swivel handle and profile half
cylinder, ensure improved air circulation. The roof has a perforated cover that allows easy
installation of a fan module.

Two pairs of galvanised 19" profile rails are mounted inside the cabinet, which are equipped
with height units that can be read in both directions and are adjustable in depth. They are
also connected with depth braces. Each cabinet consists of a robust steel construction with a
material thickness of up to 2.0 mm. The cabinets are electrostatically powder-coated and
available in the standard colours grey (RAL 7035) and black (RAL 9005). Modular lockable
and removable side panels (horizontally divided from 42U) and doors improve accessibility.
The door hinges can also be changed. The entire construction can be dismantled, meaning
that the cabinets can be completely removed if required.

Technical specifications

Manufacturer ROLINE

Product group 19"-/10"-Cabinet

Product type 19"-Server cabinet

Colour grey



Scope of delivery 19-inch server enclosure 42 U, earthing cable set, installation
kit for profile half cylinder, 2x spanners, installation set
(screws, cage nuts, washers), assembly instructions

Height units 42 U

Minimum rack depth
supported

675 mm

Maximum rack depth
supported

875 mm

delivery condition fully assembled

Material group Steel

Server cabinet yes

Wall mountable no

Adjustable feets yes

Maximum weight
capacity

1000 kg

Protection class (IP
Code)

IP20

Soundproof no

Front Steel door with perforation

Rack rails yes

Side panels included yes

Removeable side panels yes

Removable front door yes

Removable back door yes

Ventilation Passive

RAL colour RAL 7035 Light grey

Height 1970 mm

Width 600 mm

Depth 1200 mm

Weight 116.5 kg

Height of packaging
(single piece)

2150 mm



Width of packaging
(single piece)

680 mm

Depth of packaging
(single piece)

1280 mm

Package weight (single
piece)

123 kg


